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July 14, 2020 
 
Dear AFGA Life Members, AFGA Club Members, Affiliated AFGA Clubs, and AFGA Zones, 
 
This is an unprecedented time in our history. The COVID-19 pandemic has had immediate impacts and will 
continue to have consequences for all of us over the next several years. The Alberta Fish and Game 
Association (AFGA) is not immune to what is happening at a local, provincial, national, and global level. 
Safeguarding our legacy is paramount. This is the result of decades of hard work by our members, clubs, 
zones, staff, and partners.  
   
Your Board of Directors has had to make critical decisions over the last number of months to manage the 
affairs of AFGA. The issues facing the Board of Directors (BOD) are compounded by both historical 
management and the pandemic. The transition to a new management team identified governance concerns 
related to our bylaws and financial oversight. This should not necessarily be viewed as bad as it gives us the 
opportunity to refocus on what are the core responsibilities and programs that our members value. 
 
A summary of the key issues facing AFGA are reduced revenues that are primarily related to fundraising 
difficulties, membership decline, and reduced grants in an evolving marketplace. Similar review of expenses 
has identified unbudgeted issues due to restructuring costs, liability management, and accounting control.   
 
To chart a path forward the BOD has empowered a committee that is developing both a business and 
financial plan to move the organization through these difficult times. The organization has already 
temporarily downsized, and further restructuring will be required to weather the storm. It is safe to say that 
at the end of the day the goal is to come out the other side with an organization that is focused on the 
future and the needs of hunters, anglers, and firearm owners. 
 
As an organization we require your understanding, patience, and support. Your volunteer AFGA BOD along 
with our staff has spent untold hours managing the current reality and adapting to an ever-changing 
situation.  
 
How can you help? Memberships by far are our most important revenue source. Continuing to sell 
memberships at the club level despite the logistic difficulties related to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
remitting them as quickly as possible to AFGA is a great first step. Purchasing the new Alberta Wildlife 
Records Book for yourself or club through our central office helps us recover our costs. Purchasing MSL and 
quad raffle tickets is another way you can show support.  Donations to the Wildlife Trust Fund, Mortgage 
Fund, or General Operations are always welcome and valued. 
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Despite the challenges and capacity restraints, the AFGA BOD and staff are working hard on your behalf. 
Key advocacy continues but it is not business as usual either for those we interact with such as the 
Government of Alberta.  Alberta Environment and Parks is undergoing a major restructuring exercise with 
uncertain communication paths. With that said, we continue to meet virtually with them as well engaging 
on critical issues such as Alberta Provincial Parks restructuring. We responded on your behalf to the federal 
government announcements of further prohibition of many common firearms. Go to our website at 
https://www.afga.org/ or see us on social media through Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. 
 
In the coming months you will be hearing from us on the required restructuring, our vision for the future, 
and how you can provide support. Maintaining our legacy though programs such as the Wildlife Trust Fund, 
is critical to the next generation of anglers and hunters in this province. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

 
Brian Dingreville, President,  
Alberta Fish and Game Association 
 
cc: 
Delinda Ryerson, Executive Director, Alberta Fish and Game Association 
Board of Directors, Alberta Fish and Game Association 
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